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Part I: Managing building standards/Building 
Code Act issues to help minimize claims 

• Legislative framework is set out in the 
Building Code Act, 1992 (“BCA”)

• BCA is primarily concerned with public safety 
as it relates to building construction

• The standards for construction are contained 
in a regulation passed pursuant to s. 34 of 
the BCA, known as the “Building Code”  

• The 2012 Building Code, O. Reg. 332/12, 
came into effect (for the most part) on 
January 1, 2014 
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Building Code Act, 1992  (continued)

• Various persons involved in the building process: 
designers, owners, builders, chief building official, 
registered code agencies, municipal inspectors.

Chief Building Official (“CBO”):

• Each municipality “shall appoint a chief building 
official and such inspectors as are necessary for the 
enforcement of this Act” (s. 3 of BCA)

• “No person shall construct or demolish a building 
unless a permit has been issued…by the CBO” (s. 
8)

• CBO “shall issue a permit unless...proposed 
building, construction or demolition will contravene 
BCA” (s. 8(2))
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Building Code Act, 1992  (continued)

• CBO is expected to establish operational 
policies for enforcement of the BCA and 
Building Code, and to coordinate and 
oversee enforcement

• Municipal councils “shall establish and 
enforce a Code of Conduct” for their CBO’s 
and inspectors (s. 7.1(1))

• Code of Conduct is to promote “appropriate 
standards of behaviour and enforcement 
actions by the CBO” and “prevent practices 
which may constitute an abuse of power” (s. 
7.1(2))
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CBO Code of Conduct

Carson v. Kearney (Town) 2016 ONSC 1940

• Town liable for $292,547 in damages for failure to 
supervise conduct of its CBO.  No single incident.  

• Plaintiffs purchased residence across street from 
Town building, near Algonquin park, to convert it to 
an adventure store with overnight accommodations. 

• January 2011, building permit obtained, construction 
begins. Old CBO, Mr. S, inspects construction.  

• April 2011, plaintiffs file zoning by-law amendment 
application; construction almost complete.

• May 2011, new CBO, Mr. H, demands new permit for 
siding; “change of use” permit; review of sewage 
system.  
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CBO Code of Conduct  

Carson v. Kearney (Town) (continued)

• New CBO, Mr. H never inspects or enters 
plaintiffs’ building during his 2-year tenure.

• March 2012, Mr. H requires increased fire 
separations, amendment to site plan.

• April 2012, plaintiffs ask Town for its s. 7.1 Code 
of Conduct.  There wasn’t one.

• May 2012, Town adopts Code of Conduct; Mr. H 
issues change of use permit, but with lower 
occupancy numbers, and many new 
requirements.

• Fall 2012, plaintiffs run out of money.
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CBO Code of Conduct

Carson v. Kearney (Town) (continued)

• June 2013, Mr. H resigns.

• Trial: Mr. H confirmed he never spoke to old 
CBO, Mr. S, about plaintiffs’ building;  Mr. H was 
never provided with history of use of building.

• Town owed duty of care to plaintiffs.

• Town’s standard of care “informed by what the 
BCA states are the purposes of the Code of 
Conduct”.

• Town breached duty of care: Mr. H responsible 
for open permits; Mr. H failed to call Mr. S and 
make inquiries. 
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CBO Code of Conduct

Carson v. Kearney (Town) (continued)

• Trial: ordinary, reasonable and prudent inspector 
would have walked across street and inspected 
plaintiffs’ building personally.

• Mr. H’s “by the book approach …prevented him 
from adopting a reasonable and balanced 
approach”.

• Mr. H was negligent in his dealings with plaintiffs 
… requirements imposed were excessive and 
arbitrary.

• Plaintiffs awarded $266,247 for 4 years lost 
profits, $6,306 for additional work, $20,000 in 
general damages, and $235,418 in costs.
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CBO Code of Conduct

Carson v. Kearney (Town) 2016 ONCA 975

Appeal:  Town argued that plaintiffs failed to 
mitigate.  Court of Appeal dismissed appeal and 
held that:

• “Duty to mitigate does not require the injured 
party to spend money that it does not have”.

• Town Council had “an obligation to oversee the 
CBO’s conduct”

• “Town Council failed to exercise any control 
over the conduct” of new CBO.
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Lessons for Municipalities:

1. “By the book” approach by CBO may not 
be appropriate in the circumstances.

2. CBO has a duty to make inquiries into 
history and previous use of building 
undergoing renovations.

3. CBO ought to exercise “right to inspect” 
under BCA.

4. Town cannot refuse to allow CBO to 
assist the plaintiffs to complete required 
work under building permit.
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Property Standards Provisions in BCA

• Property Standards provisions (ss. 15.1 to 15.8 
of BCA) give municipalities power to inspect 
without a warrant, make orders, cause a 
property to be demolished if orders are not 
complied with, and carry out repairs itself at 
owner’s expense.

• Unsafe Buildings provisions (ss. 15.9 and 
15.10) give municipalities powers to order 
“remedial steps necessary to render building 
safe…within time specified” (s. 15.9); and 

• to take “any measures necessary” (s. 15.10) 
and recover monies to “terminate the danger 
and protect the public.”
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Recent case law: Property Standards 

Ottawa (City) v. TKS Holdings Inc. 2011 ONSC 7633:

• City claimed $428,105 for costs of demolition, 
engineering and other costs after CBO issued six 
orders to remedy unsafe building under s. 15.9 were 
ignored.

• CBO then issued emergency order to demolish 
building under s. 15.10.

• Held: building was “at a busy intersection”; “City 
retained independent engineer”; CBO had multiple 
opinions that “building was unsafe”; and CBO’s 
“Emergency Order was reasonable at the time it was 
made” with information at CBO’s disposal.

• Court approved costs claim, subject to review of 
demolition invoice.
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Recent case law:  Property Standards 

Gordon v. North Grenville (Municipality) 2011 ONSC 2222

• Gordon operated long-term care facility. CBO carried out 
inspection including fire drill. CBO determined that facility 
had 40 deficiencies after failed fire drill.

• CBO issued two orders under s. 15.9 of BCA two days after 
fire drill and ordered facility immediately evacuated. 

• Gordon alleged that CBI had no authority to make 
evacuation order under s. 15.9.

• Held: “decision of the CBO to require immediate 
evacuation… of Facility was incorrect in law”; there “first 
has to have been an order setting out remedial steps to 
render the building safe ... opportunity to take those steps”.

• Order set aside.
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Recent case law: Order to compel inspection 

Toronto (City) v Tseng 2015 ONSC 4992

• 2006: Owner constructed residence without 
zoning approval and without permit.   

• 2013: Owner obtained approval and permit.

• City tried to inspect.  Owner refused.  

• City applied to Court under s. 38 of BCA for order 
allowing City’s inspectors to inspect and to 
compel owner to produce reports.

• Held:  Owner directed to provide reports to City;  
City authorized to “uncover portions of 
construction as may be necessary”.
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Lessons for Municipalities:

1. Municipalities are entitled to obtain order 
compelling inspection and production of 
engineering reports.

2. Municipalities ought to exercise that 
power in appropriate circumstances.

3. Important for municipalities to carefully 
determine the type of order to be made.
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Part II: Clarifying municipal obligations 
with respect to inspections

Building Code Act provisions:

• At each stage, the prescribed person shall notify 
CBO that construction is ready for inspection.  
After notice is received, “an inspector shall carry 
out the inspection” (s. 10 of BCA)

• An inspection of a building or part thereof is 
required prior to occupancy (s. 11)
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Further Building Code Act provisions:

• “inspector may enter upon land and into 
buildings at any reasonable time without a 
warrant for the purpose of inspecting the 
building or site in respect of which a permit is 
issued” (s. 12)

• “inspector may make an order prohibiting the 
covering or enclosing of any part of a 
building pending inspection” (s. 13)

• “CBO may order persons responsible for 
construction to uncover part of building at 
their own expense … for inspection” (s. 
13(6))
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Further Building Code Act provisions

Registered Code Agencies (“RCAs”)

• December 2006, Bill 124 came into effect, 
which substantially amended BCA.

• New s. 4.1 of BCA allows municipalities to 
outsource certain building code functions to 
RCAs, including design review.

• “The Crown, a municipality … is not liable for 
any harm or damage resulting from any act or 
omission by a registered code agency or by a 
person authorized by a registered code 
agency ...” (s. 31(3) of BCA) 

• Practically, municipalities seldom use RCAs.
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Leading case: Ingles v. Tutkaluk Construction 

In Ingles, 2000 SCC 12 Supreme Court of Canada 
held:

• “Purpose of the building inspection scheme is to 
protect the health and safety of the public by 
enforcing safety standards for all construction 
projects.”

• “Province has made the policy decision that the 
municipalities appoint inspectors who will inspect 
construction projects and enforce the Act.” 

• “Therefore, municipalities owe a duty of care to all 
who it is reasonable to conclude might be injured 
by the negligent exercise of their inspection powers.”

Duty of care owed to owners, subsequent purchasers, 
visitors, mortgagees, neighbours.
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Duty to inspect adjoining property 

1606533 Ontario Inc. v. Raposo 2015 ONSC 490

• July 2007, fire at 67 Dunlop St., which shares 
common wall with 59 Dunlop St.

• Fire was extensive, but common wall remained.  
City inspected 69 Dunlop and issued order to 
comply.  City did not inspect 59 Dunlop.

• Architect designed new building, which 
incorporated old common wall.

• City sent architect’s design to OBPR, which is a 
Registered Code Agency.  OBPR issued 
certificate that the proposed building complied 
with Building Code.  

• City was required to issue permit (s. 8(2.1)) 
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Duty to inspect adjoining property

1606533 Ontario Inc. v. Raposo (continued)

• Plaintiff and City entered into agreement for  
conditional building permit, allowing for 
construction of footings, and indemnifying City 
for all claims.

• Plaintiff’s excavator was excavating when 
common wall collapsed.  Various theories why.

• Plaintiff alleged City had a duty to inspect 59 
Dunlop after fire.

• Plaintiff did not have expert report that provided
that City was supposed to inspect 59 Dunlop 
after fire.
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Duty to inspect adjoining property

1606533 Ontario Inc. v. Raposo (continued)

• City brought motion to dismiss 1606’s claim. 

• Motion Judge held: “A municipality has an 
overarching responsibility for the health and 
safety of its inhabitants.”

• “The City did not inspect 59 Dunlop. It may have 
some liability in this matter because a 
reasonable person … could have believed that 
there might be damage to 59 Dunlop”.

• City’s summary motion was dismissed (liability 
still a live issue).
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Lessons for Municipalities:

1. Municipalities may have a duty to inspect 
neighbouring properties after fires (floods?)

2. Agreement between owner and City for 
conditional building permit with indemnity in 
favour of City may not encompass all claims.

3. Registered Code Agencies may not shift all 
liability away from municipalities.  City has 
overarching responsibility.
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Part III:  Defending against negligent building 
inspection claims

No liability for every defect

• “A municipality, once it has made the policy 
decision to inspect construction, is not bound to 
discover every latent defect in a given project, 
nor every derogation from applicable standards”

• “Rather a municipality is only called upon to 
show reasonable care in the exercise of its 
powers of inspection”.  

Rothfield v. Manolakos [1989] 2 SCR 1259

Whether an inspection has met the standard of 
care depends on the facts in each particular case.   
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

Scope of duty of care may be confined to 
deficiencies that impact health and safety

• Municipality does not have “any obligation to 
ensure that the building is completed exactly in 
accordance with the specifications set out for the 
developer by the owner.” Gorscak v. 1138319 
Ontario Inc. [2003] O.J. No. 3822

• However, in Flynn v. Halifax (Regional 
Municipality) Nova Scotia Trial Judge rejected 
the argument that liability against a municipality 
should be restricted to defects relating to health 
and safety. (2003), 8 M.P.L.R. 4th 189 (NSCS), appeal 
partially allowed on other grounds (2005), 8 M.P.L.R. (4th) 151 
(NSCA)
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

Municipalities are not insurers of construction work:

• One strategy for municipalities that are sued is 
to crossclaim (or third party claim) any builders 
or contractors who may have a commercial 
general liability (“CGL”) policy.

• In Progressive Homes v. Lombard General 
Insurance [2010] 2 S.C.R. 245, the Supreme 
Court of Canada held that defective 
construction may be considered to be “property 
damage” under a CGL policy.

• The owner/builder/contractor may be 
contributorily liable and may have a CGL policy.  
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

A municipality may limit its duty of care where it 
makes true policy decision:

• In Parsons v. Finch [2005] BCJ No. 2697 City of 
Richmond, BC decided as a policy, not to hire 
geotechnical engineers to determine subsoil 
conditions.  Policy was to use outside geotechnical 
report and letters of assurance to address soil 
bearing capacity.

• Held: “an appropriate standard of care was met by 
the City [of Richmond] … Mr. Woo, while not a 
geotechnical engineer, ensured that a soils report 
was provided, that information concerning the 
bearing capacity of the footings was present on the 
drawings…in conformity with the building bylaw.”
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

Inaction may not be considered a bona fide policy 
decision

• In Brown v. B.C. (Minister of Transportation & 
Highways) Cory J., writing for the majority of the 
Supreme Court of Canada, held that:

“In my view, inaction for no reason or inaction for an
improper reason cannot be a policy decision taken in
the bona fide exercise of discretion. Where the

question whether the requisite action
should be taken has not ever been considered by the
public authority, or at least has not been considered in
good faith…the authority has not acted with reasonable
care.”

[1994] S.C.J. No. 20 at para. 23
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

Municipality may not be liable for deficiencies that 
cannot be inspected

• In Shulist v. Waterloo (City) (2007) 36 M.P.L.R. (4th) 125 
Ontario Superior Court dismissed a claim against the City 
for negligent inspection, and held:

• “the lintel … could not have been inspected because the 
stone would have been laid above the lintel making 
inspection of the lintel impossible”.
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Defending against negligent inspection claims (continued)

Plaintiff’s failure to mitigate

• Failure to mitigate (i.e. doing nothing) could reduce 
the amount of damages awarded to plaintiff when 
municipality is liable for negligent inspection.

• Failure to mitigate may occur when plaintiff 
unreasonably incurs expenses that add to claim (i.e. 
failure to fix the deficiency and claim only the amount 
of the fix.)
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Questions? 
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